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ABSTRACT

This paper addresses the problem of improving the quality perfor-

mance of synthetic video sequences by means of standard frame–

based coders. The proposed technique can exploit both the knowl-

edge of the 3D model and the intermediate information computed

during the rendering process. Firstly, objects are classified, ei-

ther semantically or automatically, according to their importance.

Then the object classification is translated into a macroblock clas-

sification, with particular attention to object boundaries. The

classification influences the encoder parameters selection, for in-

stance, the quantization parameter. In order to maximize the per-

formance, we propose a rate–distortion formulation of the prob-

lem. Experimental results compared with model–unaware encod-

ing show that the proposed techniques can deliver consistent vi-

sual quality improvements for different synthetic scenarios using

the same bitrate or even less. Demo sequences are available at

http://media.polito.it/perceptual3d.

1. INTRODUCTION

Synthetic video sequences are going to play a key role for both en-

tertainment and training, since they are widely used in animation

movies, video games and virtual reality applications (e.g., immer-

sive collaborative environments and scientific visualization tools).

In most of these applications, compression should be applied to

video sequences for storage and transmission purposes. In gen-

eral, the highest compression efficiency can be achieved by coding

the original model description, e.g., using a standard format like

the Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) [1]. However,

the distribution of the original model to end–users, as traditionally

done in VRML applications, may not be advisable for copyright

reasons and for the need of a rendering application in each client.

An alternative approach consists in distributing a compressed

version [2–6]. Even if specific compression techniques for syn-

thetic sequences have been proposed [3, 4, 7], the use of a tra-

ditional frame–based video coding standard like MPEG–1 or

MPEG–2 can be an appealing approach since MPEG codecs are

often embedded in many clients (e.g., DVD players) and no addi-

tional software would be required. Coding techniques in MPEG

are mainly designed for natural video, not graphics; however, the

knowledge of the synthetic model can contribute to reduce bitrate

and computational complexity and to enhance quality. In particu-

lar, computational complexity reduction is a desirable factor in a
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distributed environment where encoding is performed on the server

for many clients [2, 5]. The main technique to reduce bitrate in

standard video coding standard is quantization which, however,

may introduce visual artifacts in the representation of important

objects (regions of interest, ROI) and, in particular, of their edges.

For a given bitrate, the overall perceived quality can be increased if

ROIs are identified since many more bits can be spent to code them

while less important regions can be quantized more coarsely. The

automatic determination of ROIs in video sequences is an active

research field [8] but it is, in general, computational expensive.

In this work the model information provided by the 3D anima-

tion engine is exploited to quickly determine the regions of interest

in synthetic video sequences. Two approaches are proposed for the

assessment of the 3D object importance: 1) full automatic classifi-

cation based on the distance from the point of view, and 2) manual

classification of objects in the 3D space. The importance of 3D ob-

jects is then mapped on the importance of pixels in the resulting

video frames. Pixel–based classification is exploited to decide the

quantization stepsize for each macroblock taking into account the

trade–off between overall quality and coding efficiency. Object

edges are also coded with high quality. The approach of varying

the quantization stepsize according to the object importance was

first addressed in [5] by transmitting foreground and background

as separate MPEG-4 objects.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces

the system from the point of view of the animation and coding en-

vironment. Section 3 describes the details of the proposed tech-

nique. Experimental results are reported in Section 4. Finally, in

Section 5 conclusions are drawn and some future works are fore-

seen.

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Figure 1 shows the layout of a client–server system to which the

proposed technique can be applied. The 3D model is stored in

the server. The animation 5B engine is a computer graphics ap-

plication which applies a sequence of geometrical transformations

to the model obtaining an animation; the geometrical transforma-

tions can be driven by the remote user (e.g., the user can move the

point of view of the scene through client’s keyboard). The anima-

tion engine creates a 2D view of the 3D scene transforming the

animation in a sequence of frames (e.g., arrays of luminance and

chrominance samples). Frames are fed into a frame–based video

encoder belonging to the widespread MPEG or H.26x families. A

subset of the model information held by the animation engine is
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Fig. 1. Overview of the system.

also transferred to the video encoder to improve compression as

described in Section 3; in this work for each frame pixel we con-

sider its depth (i.e., its z–buffer value) and the object to which it

belongs. The client receives the compressed stream, decodes it,

and displays frames. Many clients such as mobile devices and set–

top boxes (e.g., DVD players) are provided with DSP capabilities

oriented to standard video decoding.

MPEG and earlier H.26x video compression standards divide

each frame into a set of non–overlapped blocks of 16 × 16 pixels

called macroblocks. A macroblock (MB) consists of four blocks of

luminance samples and up to eight blocks of chrominance depend-

ing on the chrominance sub–sampling schema; each block consists

of 8× 8 pixels referring either to the actual frame content or to the

temporal prediction residue. The discrete cosine transform (DCT)

is then applied to each block to determine the energy correspond-

ing to spatial frequencies. The value of high frequency coefficients

is reduced through scalar quantization to decrease the bitrate of the

resulting compressed bitstream. However, the quantization noise

can be perceived if there is a considerable amount of energy at the

higher frequencies as in case of strong edges. Since the quantiza-

tion stepsize can be chosen on a MB basis and remains the same for

all blocks within the MB, the quality degradation leads to block-

ing artifacts as in well–known low–quality JPEG images. These

artifacts are even worse in most synthetic video sequences where

there are many strong edges in very smooth regions.

An arbitrary number of consecutive macroblocks (in raster–

scan order) is coded into a slice. In the coded bitstream the quanti-

zation stepsize is specified at the beginning of each slice for all its

macroblocks; optionally, the quantization stepsize can be changed

for a given MB provided that its value is specified for that MB

at the expense of extra bit cost. For instance, in H.263 the quan-

tization stepsize is differentially encoded between adjacent mac-

roblocks of the same slice; for this reason its value can only change

in the range±2 with respect to that of the previous MB. Therefore,

if higher variations are desired a new slice have to be created at the

expense of extra bit cost. In the H.264 video coding standard [9]

8× 8 DCT is replaced by a purely integer 4× 4 transform and 52

different quantization step sizes can be chosen on a macroblock

basis; with respect to prior standards, the stepsizes are increased at

a compounding rate of approximately 12.5%, rather than increas-

ing them by a constant increment.

The quantization stepsize can be adjusted to preserve the qual-

ity of edges and important objects but new quantization values

have to be coded in the bitstream; in general, there is a trade–off

between the quality gain and the coding efficiency; in Section 3.4

this trade–off will be formulated as a rate–distortion optimization

problem.

3. COMPRESSION OPTIMIZATION

3.1. Object Perceptual Importance

In video sequences, both natural and synthetic, some elements are

more important than others. For example, objects in the fore-

ground are usually more significant than those in the background.

Moreover, artifacts near to strong edges are easily perceived. For

these reasons, important groups of pixels should be encoded with

high quality. While different objects are easily separated by the

human visual system, their automatic segmentation is an open re-

search problem and many solutions have been proposed [8].

In case of synthetic video sequences, object segmentation is

straightforward since the frame is the result of the projection of

the 3D space on a plane; in fact, the animation engine knows the

position of each object and the correspondence between pixels and

objects. The importance of each object can be assessed either au-

tomatically or manually. Assuming that the foreground objects are

more important than background objects, automatic object classi-

fication can be performed considering their distance from the point

of view. This information is usually held by the animation engine

in a data structure called z–buffer and, therefore, this kind of seg-

mentation can be performed automatically with low computational

power. Since the animation engine knows the exact correspon-

dence between objects in the 3D space and pixels in the frame, im-

portant pixel areas can be easily identified if the designer manually

defines the importance of each object in the 3D scene. Boundary

regions can be identified as pixel areas between objects.

A more complex scenario can be seen in Figure 2 in which

foreground objects project their shadows both on the background

and on other foreground objects. In this case only the portion of

the shadow which lays on the background can be coded with lower

quality.

3.2. Macroblock Classification

When the sequence of frames is encoded with the MPEG or H.26x

video coding standards, the subdivision of pixels into 16×16 mac-

roblocks needs to be addressed. Moreover, the quantization step-

size can be adjusted at MB level. Figure 2 shows a frame taken

from a computer graphics animation; the overlaid grid represents

MB subdivision. Assuming an object classification based on the

distance from the point of view, the bottle, the knife and fruits are

foreground objects and should be coded with higher quality. In the

background, the table is more important than the wall. The first

remark is that some macroblocks are entirely composed of pixels

of the same importance while others contain pixels of mixed im-

portance. The importance of a MB can be evaluated in two ways:

1) by using the importance assigned to the majority of its pixels,

and 2) by using an importance value computed as the average of

the importance of its pixels. The former method limits the overall

number of importance levels in the frame and simplifies the subse-

quent determination of the quantization stepsize.

Another issue to be addressed is the determination of the

macroblocks containing edges. Two solutions are possible: 1)

choosing macroblocks that contain pixels corresponding to object

boundaries, and 2) choosing important macroblocks that are adja-

cent to at least one less important MB. The former method requires
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Fig. 2. Example of a frame with MB subdivision and identification

of the region of interest (white borders).

the support of the 3D engine while the latter is simpler to imple-

ment.

3.3. Quantization Strategies

The amount of visual artifacts in reconstructed macroblocks

mainly depends on the quantization stepsize (QP). A good strat-

egy to enhance perceived quality is to reduce the QP value for

important macroblocks and vice versa (Strategy 1). However, the

optimal QP value for each macroblock is difficult to determine and

depends on macroblock content. An excessively high value could

easily lead to blockiness effects, while a low one could result in

poor compression performance.

Besides, quantization produces visible artifacts (e.g., ringing)

near object boundaries, and their impact on perceived quality is

often large. We propose a computationally efficient strategy, that

consists in determining the border macroblocks between impor-

tant and less important areas and to adjust their QP to a low value

(Strategy 2). The originality of this approach, compared to classi-

cal edge detection techniques, resides in the computationally effi-

cient discrimination between important and less important borders,

as well as between object boundaries and simple variations of lu-

minance by taking advantage of the information coming from the

3D model.

Every video coding standard provides mechanisms to save bits

if the QP is constant (e.g., in MPEG-2, the QP specified in the slice

header is valid for all the macroblocks in that slice). However,

changing the QP leads to bitrate increase because all variations

need to be coded. Therefore, determining the optimal frame sub-

division into slices and the optimal QP variation points is not a

trivial task. The next subsection addresses this task using a rate–

distortion optimized approach.

3.4. Rate–Distortion Optimization

Let N be the number of macroblocks in a frame, and let mi

denote the actual values for the source coding parameters as-

signed to the i-th macroblock, e.g., the quantization parameter and

the macroblock coding mode, including subdivision into smaller

blocks (available in recent standards such as H.264). We define a

perceptually–weighted quality metric for each frame as:

D =

N
X

i=1

wid(mi), (1)

where, for the i-th macroblock, d(mi) is the macroblock encod-

ing distortion and wi is the weighting parameter whose value is

proportional to the macroblock importance as determined above.

Higher values of wi are assigned to more important macroblocks.

The distortion values d(mi) depend on the encoding parameters

mi and they can be computed using a conventional measure, e.g.,

MSE. The number of bits R needed to encode the frame is

R =
N

X

i=1

r(mi, mi−1) (2)

where r(mi, mi−1) is the number of bits required by the i-th mac-

roblock, including the slice header if needed. Note that in general

this value depends not only on mi, but also on the choice for the

previous macroblock mi−1, due to the differential encoding of the

quantization parameter and the motion vector predictors.

The ability to compute the previous rate and distortion values

makes possible to apply a rate–distortion optimized encoding al-

gorithm, minimizing the well–known Lagrangian

J = D + λR. (3)

This problem can be effectively solved using dynamic pro-

gramming techniques.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We modified the standard MPEG-2 encoder to implement some of

the previous techniques. We developed an automatic object clas-

sifier that consider an object as important if its distance from the

point of view is less than one fourth of the farthest object in the

scene. For Strategy 1, we assigned a different QP value to im-

portant (QPi) and less important (QPni) macroblocks. For Strat-

egy 2, macroblocks containing the edges of important objects are

quantized with a QP value (QPb) which is lower than QPi and

QPni.

The rendering process was performed using 3DSmax v.5, vi-

sual results are shown for two synthetic demo sequences included

in the software package. The Complex sequence consists of many

moving objects on a table. All objects are textured, including back-

ground. The Anibal sequence shows the head of a cartoon charac-

ter animated on a uniform background.

The proposed strategies are compared with a quantization ap-

proach that keeps QP constant for the entire frame. Three different

values of QP have been used: 5, 13, 31. Table 1 shows the bitrate

Table 1. Compression performance of different encoding strate-

gies.

Bitrate (kbit/s)

Technique Complex Anibal

Fixed QP =13 650.0 288.7

Fixed QP =31 267.3 178.0

Fixed QP =5 1817.1 691.0

Str. 1, QPi=13, QPni=31 556.1 289.1

Str. 1+2, QPi=13, QPni=31, QPb=5 904.7 433.0
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Fig. 3. Comparison of a detail of the Complex sequence. From top

to bottom and left to right: fixed QP=13, fixed QP=31, Strategy 1,

Strategy 1+2.

required to encode the sequences as a function of the quantization

strategy. The fixed QP =31 strategy presents the lower bitrate but

its visual performance is clearly unacceptable, as shown in Fig-

ure 3 and 4 (top right). Compared to the fixed quantization tech-

nique (QP =13), Strategy 1 saves 15% of the bitrate for the Com-

plex sequence, while delivering the same visual quality, as shown

by Figure 3. In the video encoded with Strategy 1+2 the edges,

which are one of the most sensitive elements for the human visual

system, exhibit about the same visual quality obtained with the

fixed QP strategy with QP =5, but with half of the bitrate.

For the Anibal sequence, Strategy 1 presents the same bitrate

as the fixed QP =13 strategy. For this particular sequence, in fact,

due to the uniform background, when the QP for this area is mod-

ified from 13 to 31 the bitrate is only minimally affected. Strat-

egy 1+2 performs well also on this sequence, using 37% less bi-

trate compared to the fixed QP strategy with QP =5. Visual com-

parison is shown in Figure 4. More visual results are available at

http://media.polito.it/perceptual3d.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We presented an approach to improve the quality performance

of synthetic video sequences compressed with a standard frame–

based coder. The proposed techniques exploit the knowledge of

the 3D model to classify objects. Given a certain classification, the

encoder parameters (e.g., the quantization stepsize) can be opti-

mally selected for each macroblock, using a rate-distortion formu-

lation of the problem. Experimental results compared with model-

unaware encoding show that the proposed techniques can deliver

consistent visual quality improvements for different synthetic sce-

narios using the same bitrate or even less. Future work will be

devoted to further improve the presented algorithms exploiting the

new coding tools provided by the H.264 video encoding standard.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of a detail of the Anibal sequence. From top
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Strategy 1+2.
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